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Maths Spring 2 – Ratio, Fractions, Percentages, Interest and Probability

Vocabulary Definition

Ratio A statement of how two numbers compare.

Equivalent Of equal value.

Proportion A statement links two ratios.

Integer Whole number, can be positive, negative and zero.

Fraction Represents how many parts of a whole.

Denominator The number below the line of a fraction. The 
number represent the total number of parts.

Numerator The number above the line of a fraction. The top 
number represent how many parts are taken.

Origin (0,0) on a graph. The point the two axes cross.

Gradient The steepness of a line.

Exponent How many times we use a number in 
multiplication. It is written as a power.

Compound 
Interest

Calculating interest on both the amount plus 
previous interest.

Depreciation Decrease in the value of something over time.

Growth Where a value increases in proportion to its 
current value such as doubling

Decay The process of reducing an amount by a consistent 
percentage over time.

Multiplier The number you are multiplying by.

Event One or more outcomes from an experiment.

Outcome The result of an experiment.

Intersection Elements (parts) that are common to both sets.

Union The combination of elements in two sets.

Expected 
Value

The value / outcome that a prediction would 
suggest you will get.

Universal Set The set that has all the elements.

Systematic Ordering values or outcomes with a strategy and 
sequence.

Product The answer when two or more values are 
multiplies together.

Topic Hegarty maths Tasks

Ratio 328-338, 712, 868

Best Buy 763-772

Ratio in area and volume problems 
(Higher only)

615-617, 618-621

Currency Conversion 707-708

Percentages and Interest 82-94

Iteration 322

Add, subtract and multiplying Fractions 65-69

Probability of Single Events 351-353, 356

Probabilities from diagrams 368-369, 379-388
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